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INTRODUCTION 
The notions of universal bundle, classifying space and bar construction 
are closely linked but not interchangeable. The relations between them 
are well understood in some contexts, less so in others. Our aim here 
is not to elucidate these relations but, merely, as a first step in such an 
elucidation, to clarify the notion of a bar construction. 
The literature on bar constructions i too large to survey here. The 
name is due to Eilenberg and MacLane. Their construction is extensively 
described in [4]. Milgram [8] gave a bar construction for topological 
monoids; the elegant description by Steenrod [10] motivated this paper. 
MacLane [5] gives yet another elegant description of Milgram's con- 
struction. A bar construction for topological categories was defined by 
Segal [9] and an "abstract bar construction" of very great generality was 
introduced by May [7]. The cobar construction of Adams [1] is a dual 
sort of thing which ought to be considered under the same rubric. The 
universal bundle construction of Milnor, on the other hand, is not a 
bar construction. 
All these bar constructions bear to one another what is evidently more 
than a mere family resemblance. But the means for saying precisely in 
what this resemblance consists appear to be lacking. It is this deficiency 
which we propose to remedy. 
We begin by defining the notion of bar construction in a broad 
categorical setting by means of a universal property. For these we can 
prove a rather general existence theorem (5.8). Finally we indicate how 
some of the bar constructions mentioned above, and the cobar construc- 
tion as well, are instances of the notion introduced here. 
Our existence theorem for bar constructions actually results from an 
existence theorem for coproducts of monads (cf. MacLane [4]). As a 
* This research was in part supported by the National Science Foundation Grant 
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by-product we get (Section 8) an existence for coproducts of monoids. 
These theorems depend on conditions involving colimits which in 
their brute form are excessively onerous for some of the applications. 
In order to handle these cases we are led to set our investigation i  the 
context of categories with cofibrations. This notion is examined in 
Sections 3 and 4. Its introduction enables us not only to broaden our 
results, but also to perceive some useful distinctions in the classical cases. 
In particular it explains, as the usual ad hoc proof does not, the cellular 
structure of the Milgram bar construction for a cellular monoid. 
l. BAR CONSTRUCTIONS 
The expression "bar construction" occurs in the classical examples 
(cf. Section 9 below) in two ways: as the "acyclic" bar construction, 
and as the "reduced" bar construction, which is generally some sort of 
a quotient of the former. We shall adopt the convention of using "bar 
construction" without a qualifier to refer to the acyclic case. We propose 
here a reasonably general definition of bar construction; reduced bar 
constructions will be discussed in Section 2. 
If S and T are monads in a category W an S, T-algebra consists of an 
object X of cg equipped with an S-algebra SX --~ X and a T-algebra 
structure TX -~ X. A morphism of S, T-algebras is a morphism of the 
underlying Cg-objects which is simultaneously a morphism of S- and of 
T-algebras. These form a category cgs,r. 
If ~s,r has an initial object we say that this initial object is a bar 
construction for S (relative to T) and denote it by ErS. 
This notion is clearly symmetric in S and T. We introduce the 
asymmetry in notation and terminology in view of the applications. In 
many of these the category cg is provided with some sort of a homotopy 
theory and the monad T has the property that T-algebras are contractible 
with respect o this homotopy theory. We thus think of T as a "contrac- 
ting monad" which remains fixed throughout a discussion. This paper 
will not, however, deal explicitly with homotopy-theoretic questions. 
ErS has evidently, when it exists, functorial properties with respect 
to S. We shall not have to deal with these below, and we leave their 
elucidation to the reader. 
The notion of a cobar construction Er*S, for comonads S, T in a 
category cg, i.e., a terminal object in the category Ws,r of S, T-coalgebras, 
is defined dually. 
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In studying bar constructions we are led to consider the following 
situation, which will be referred to repeatedly below. Suppose that 
G: 6~--~ c~ and G': 6~'---~ c~ are functors. We recall that the comma- 
category (G $ G') has objects (A, a, .d') where A e6g, A' e6g' and 
a: GA ~ G'.4', and denote by (G ~ G')I the full subcategory containing 
those (.4, a, A') for which 0/is an isomorphism. If K, K '  are the appro- 
priate forgetful functors then the square 
K 
K'I G, l G 
~' -  ~Sf 
(1.1) 
is a pullback with respect o isomorphism-classes of functors. 
If S and T are monads in ~ we may reproduce the situation of (1.1) 
by taking ~ = ~s, 0/' ~ c~r, the categories of algebras,, and G = G s, 
G' ~ G r, the forgetful functors, Then c~s,r is essentially a full sub- 
category of (G ~ G')I , with the inclusion an equivalence of categories. 
Now 
S~(~s  cs ,~') 
gives a dual equivalence between monads in ~ and categories tripleable 
over ~. But the pullback (1.1) constructs the product of categories over 
~. We have accordingly the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Monads S and T in a category cK have a coproduct 
S • T if  and only ifc~ s,r is tripleable over c~, in which case ~s,r  is equivalent 
to c~s.r. 
This observation often allows us to conclude the existence of bar- 
constructions. For if S .  T exists and %0 has an initial object 0 then 
ErS  = Fs*r0, where F s*r is the free-algebra functor. 
We may easily, using the Beck tripleability theorem or an ad hoc 
argument, reduce the question of tripleability to that of the existence 
of a coadjoint. 
LEMMA 1.3. c~s,r is tripleable over ~ via the underlying object functor 
~s, r  ~ ~ if and only if this functor has a coadjoint. 
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2. REDUCTIONS AND REDUCED BAR CONSTRUCTIONS 
If S is a monad in cg an augmentation of S is a morphism of monads 
7: S--+ 1 , .  If ~: SX-+ X is an S-algebra structure on X and the 
coequalizer of ~ and ~'x exists we call this coequalizer the orbit-space 
of the S-algebra. 
In the classical examples of the bar construction ErS the. monad S is 
provided with an augmentation and the reduced bar construction BrS  is 
defined to be the orbit-space of ErS with respect o its structure as an 
S-algebra. 
But the notion of orbit-space is not sufficiently general to encompass 
all the known examples of reduced bar constructions. That of Segal 
(Section 9 below), for example, is not an orbit-space. May [7] has 
provided what appears to be the correct generalization. 
If, once again, S is a monad on of, and of, is a category then L --* LS  
is an operation on functors L: (g --,- cg,. This operation inherits from S 
the structure of a monad; if (g is a small category it is in fact a monad 
in the functor category [c#, cg,]. In general, if we denote this operation 
by oS, the notion of an oS-algebra, i.e., a functor L: cg __~ of, provided 
with a suitable natural transformation A:LS--~L,  may be defined 
according to the usual rules. For example, taking of, = of, an oS-algebra 
structure on 1, is precisely an augmentation of S. 
If L: (g --+ of, is an oS-algebra nd ~:: SX --+ X is an S-algebra in cg 
and the coequalizer of Ax ,.L~: LSX -+ LX  exists we call it the reduction 
of the S-algebra X along L and say that X is L-reducible. Thus for 
example the orbit-space of an S-algebra, for S augmented, is the reduc- 
tion of the S-algebra long 14. 
If, T being another monad, the bar construction ErS exists and its 
structure as an S-algebra has a reduction along the oS-algebra L this 
reduction is the reduced bar constructio n Br,LS. 
More generally, the reduction along L of an algebra X always exists 
if of, has coequalizers. We may also conclude its existence in some other 
circumstances. 
LEMMA 2.1. A free S-algebra has a reduction along any o S-algebra L. 
For if tzxS: SzX --~ SX is the free algebra then 
LuX ~x 
LS~X ~ LSX , LX  
asx 
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is not merely a coequalizer but a split coequalizer, the splitting being 
provided by the unit of the monad S. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ~i: SXi  ~ Xi be S-algebras and f~j: X i --+ Xj be 
S-algebra morphisms, uch that the cubical diagram 
SXo ss01 > SX1 ss~ SX~ < ss2~ SX2 • s in_  SXo 
Xo- ,&  ,& ,  x~- -  Xo 
commutes. Suppose that the squares indicated by the top and bottom rows 
are pushouts and that L is an oS-algebra which preserves these pushouts. 
Then if Xo , X1, X2 are reducible along L, so also is X 3 . 
We shall on occasion generalize our terminology in the following 
inocuous way. Suppose F: ~ ~ N is coadjoint to G: ~ ~ c~, so that 
GF has the structure of a monad in c~. Then for any A ~ 0, GA has the 
structure of a GF-algebra. I l L  is a oGF-algebra nd GA has a reduction 
along L, we shall allow ourselves to call this reduction a reduction of A 
along L. 
3. c-CATEGORIES 
We introduce here and in Section 4 some technical apparatus to be 
used in our principal existence theorems in Sections 5 and 6 below. 
A c-category is a category ~ provided with a subcategory col (~, whose 
morphisms are called cofibrations, satisfying the following conditions 
(cf., [2, 3]). 
(CO) c~ has an initial object 0 and for any C~C~, 0 - -~C is a 
cofibration. 
(C1) All isomorphisms are cofibrations. 
(C2) If c: C' --~ C is a cofibration then for any f ' :  C' ~ D' the 
pushout 
C' C -* C 
D' ,D  
exists and d is a cofibration. 
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Such diagrams are called c-pushouts. 
A full subcategory ~' C ~ is a c-subcategory if cof off, = ~, ~ cof cg 
makes ~' a c-category, and the inclusion preserves e-pushouts. 
By a 2-cofibration in the c-category c~ is meant a commutative square 
f A -  ~B 
l 
C ~D 
in which f and g are cofibrations, so that their pushout D' exists, and 
canonical morphism D' ~ D is also a cofibration. This implies that h 
and h are cofibrations as weU. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  the two squares in the diagram 
A , C-- - - - ->E 
B ~ B . -+F  
are 2-cofibrations then so is the rectangle. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that in the cubical diagram in cof c# 
A ,B  ,D(  C ,  A 
A' --+B' ).D'( - -C '+ A' 
(in which the top and bottom rows are to be read as squares), the top and 
bottom rows are pushouts and square I is a 2-cofibration. Then square H is 
a 2-cofibration. 
These are just exercises in the axioms, but will be used below. 
We shall need the following constructions. Let us write 2 for the 
category (0--+ 1) and ~ for the category (0--~ 1--~ 2 -~ ...). Then, 
if ~ is a c-category, c[2, (g] and e[~, ~] are the full subcategories of the 
diagram categories [2, %0] and [~, cd] containing as objects respectively 
the cofibrations of ~ and the sequences of cofibrations of ~. 
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LEMMA 3.3. I f  cof C[2, ~] is taken to be the 2-cofibrations of c~ then 
c[2, ~] is a c-category. 
LEMMA 3.4. I f  cof C[g~, c~] is taken to consist of the diagrams 
Co ~ C1 > C~ -+ "'- 
1 l 1 
D O - -~  O 1 • Dz  , "'" 
in which every square is a 2-cofibration then c[D,, ~o] is a c-category. 
These are immediate consequences of 3.2. By a 3-cofibration we mean 
a commutative cubical diagram in cof 
A / 
B2 - ¸  / 
C 
,.-B j/ 
~C 
Cz 
I.D 
(3.5) 
such that the free faces having A as a vertex are 2-cofibrations and such 
that, if X is the joint pushout of A --. Ci ,  i = 0, 1, 2 then the canonical 
morphism X --~ D is a cofibration. 
Notice the symmetry of this notion with respect o the indices 0, 1, 2. 
This symmetry appears also in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. The diagram (3.5) is a 3-cofibration if and only if for some 
pair of opposite faces, both are 2-cofibrations and the morphism in 
c[2, c[2, c~]) represented by the cube is a cofibration. Hence if this is the case 
for one such pair, it is also the case for the other two. 
The proof is tedious but not difficult. We shall confne ourselves to 
indicating the central step: Let U and V be, respectively, the pushouts 
of B o +- J/--+ B 1 and C o ~-- B 2 -+ C 1 . Then X is also the pushout of 
C2~-- U---~ V. 
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If ~ and (g' are c-categories and F, G: ff -+ ~'  both preserve co- 
fibrations then a natural transformation 9: F -* F '  is a natural cofibration 
if for any cofibrationf: A --* B in c~ the square 
Ff FA , FB 
F'A + F'B 
if a 2-cofibration. 
A c-category is an co-c-category if 
(s?l) 
(a2) 
every sequence A 0 --+ A 1 --+ ... of cofibrations in c~ has a 
colimit (we call these sequential c-colimits) and 
the functor colim:c[g~,~]--+W thus defined preserves 
cofibrations. 
Clearly colim preserves c-pushouts as well. 
LEMMA 3.7. I f  $' is an w-c-category then so also is c[2, ~]. 
A c-subcategory ~'  of an ~o-c-category W is an ~o-c-subcategory if it 
is an to-c-category and the inclusion preserves sequential c-colimits. 
As a first example, if W is finitely cocomplete hen col c~ = c~ makes 
a c-category. A full subcategory is a c-subcategory if it is closed under 
finite colimits. If ~ is countably cocomplete then it is an o J-c-category. 
A full subcategory which is closed under countable colimits is an 
oJ-c-subcategory. We shall call this the absolute case. 
Another important example is that of the category of CW-complexes 
and cellular maps, cofibrations being isomorphisms onto subcomplexes. 
This is an oJ-c-category. The full subcategory of complexes with at most 
countably many cells is an oJ-c-subcategory. 
4. REGULAR ADJOINT PAIRS 
If ~ and Cg are ~o-c-categories and F: cg _,  ~ is coadjoint to G: ~ --~ 
with unit 7: 1~¢--~ GF and counit ~:FG-+ la we shall say that the 
adjoint pair (F, G) is regular if the following conditions hold. 
(R1) F and G preserve cofibrations and G preserves equential 
c-colimits. 
~71~21x-2 
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(R2) 7/is a natural cofibration. 
(R3) If A ~ 0/and a: GA ~ Y is a cofibration, andif  
FGA F,, ) FY  
A ,B  
(4.1) 
is a pushout in g/then the adjunct (Gb) ~Tr: Y -+ GB of b is a cofibration. 
We record here for later use the fact that in (4.1), 
Go~ = (Go~)(Ge,4) ~aA ---- (Gb)(Fa) Va,4 = (Gb) ~ra. (4.2) 
Condition (R3) may seem a bit mysterious. For the moment we content 
ourselves with observing that in the absolute case it is vacuous while in 
general it follows from (R2) and 
(RI') F and G preserve cofibrations and G preserves both c- 
pushouts and sequential c-colimits. 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  the adjoint pair (F, G) satisfies (RI') and (R2) then 
it is regular. 
To see this construct the commutative diagram 
a 
G A - -  ~" Y 
GFGA J~ *"  C Y J" GFY  
GA- -  ~ Y -  ~. GB 
(4.4) 
in which the upper left-hand square is a pushout, 71~ = GF  a and 
0A = 1r. Since ~ is a natural cofibration 7 is a cofibration. But the 
lower right-hand square is a pushout, so that the conclusion follows. 
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Such a pair (F, G) of adjoint functors is strongly regular. 
In order to apply these notions to the adjoint pairs determined by 
monads we make the following definitions. A monad S in an o~-c-category 
cg is (strongly) admissible if there is a c-structure cof(Cg s) in the category 
of S-algebras uch that cgs is an ~o-c-category and (F s, G s) is (strongly) 
regular. We do not, of course, expect hat such a c-structure, if it exists, 
will be unique. 
If S is admissible then it preserves cofibrations and sequential c- 
colimits, and its unit is a natural cofibration. In lieu of a converse we have 
the following statement. 
A monad S in the o~-c-category cg,is strongly admissible if and only 
if it preserves cofibrations, c-pushouts and sequential c-colimits and its 
unit is a natural cofibration. 
In this case we may take as cofibrations in cgs those morphisms of 
algebras which as morphisms in ~ are cofibrations. 
A number of examples of strongly admissible monads will appear 
below in the discussion of various bar constructions. Admissible monads 
which are not strongly admissible (for which the regularity condition (R3) 
becomes pertinent) are of considerable interest, but an adequate treatment 
is not within the scope of this paper. We may mention the following 
cases, just to give some idea of the problems that arise: 
in the category of sets with injective maps as cofibrations, the free- 
group monad; 
in the category of modules over a commutative ring with proper mono- 
morphisms of some relative abelian structure (e.g., split monomorphisms, 
pure monomorphisms) as cofibrations, the tensor algebra or the sym- 
metric algebra monad. 
5. CATEGORICAL PULLBACKS AND ADJOINT FUNCTORS 
We return now to the study of the basic situation of Diagram 1.1 in 
the light of the considerations of Section 3. Suppose that ~ is a c-category. 
Then (G ~ G')c is the full subcategory of (G ~ G') containing those 
(A, a, A') for which a is a cofibration. Thus (G ~ G')I is a full subcategory 
of (G ~ G')c. Similarly (G' ~ G)I, which may be identified with (G ~ G')~ 
under (A, a, n ' )  ~ (A', a-~, A), is a full subcategory of (G' ~ G)c. The 
forgetful functors 6~ ~-- (G ~ G')c --+ 6~' are denoted by Kc, K~'. 
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We shall suppose for the rest o f  Section 5, that, (7/, gg' and c~ are 
~o-c-categories, that G and G' have coadjoints F and F'  and that the 
adjoint pairs (F, G) and (F', G') are regular. Under these hypotheses we 
shall prove the existence of a coadjoint o the inclusion (G~G')I C (G$G')c. 
We begin by constructing a "transposition functor" O: (G ~ G')o ---• 
(G' ~ G)e or rather, since we plan to exploit the symmetry between G and 
G', a pair of transposition functors, 0 and 0': (G' ~, G)c ~ (G ~, G')c. 
If (Ao, ao, Ao' ) e (G ~ G')c then O(Ao, a o , Ao' ) = (Ao', ao', A1) where 
FGAo F~o ~ FG,Ao, 
.1 I 
A o - , A 1 
o~ 0 
(5.1) 
is a pushout in ~ and a o' = (Gbo)~la'Ao' is the adjunct of b o . By (R3) 
%' is a cofibration. If (f0 ,f0'): (Ao, ao, Ao') --~ (B0, b0, Bo') then 
O(fo ,fo') = (f0',fl) where f~: A~ ~ B 1 is uniquely determined by the 
requirement of continuity. 
LEMMA 5.2. The restriction of 0 to (G ~ G')I is the canonical iso- 
morphism of (G ~ G')I with (G' ~ G)I . 
For if ao is an isomorphism we can set A1 ----- A 0 , s o -- 1 so that by 
3.2, %' -=- a~ 1. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  (Ao, ao, Ao' ) ~ (G ~ G')e and (B, b, B') ~ (G ~ G')I 
then (with notation as above) ( f ' ,  g) ~ (g% , f ' )  gives a bijection 
t - -1  t : (G' $ G)e ((Ao', ao, A1), (B, b , B)) ~ (G ~ G )c ((-//o, ao, -//o ), (B, b, B')). 
We construct analogously 0': (G' ,~ G)c -+ (G ~ G')c . I f (A ( ,  ao', A1) e 
(G' ~ G)o then T(Ao', ao', Ax) = (A 1 , a~, Ax') with AI' determined by 
the pushout 
F,G,Ao, F'.o" ~ F,GA 1 
A o' - ... • A 1 
a o , 
LEMMA 5.4. (%, %') is the component at (Ao, ao, Ao') of a natural 
transformation a: 1 --~ O' O. 
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It will be convenient to extend the notational convention we have ini- 
tiated by setting O(An, an, An' ) = (An', an', A~+I), O'(An', an', An+l) : 
(An+x, an+t, A'~+t), with an analogous convention for diagrams of the 
type of 5.1, so that a(An,  a,~, An ' )= (an, %'); we have similarly 
a': 1 -~ 00 '  with a'(An', an', An+l) -~-  ((xn' , an+i). 
LEMMA 5.5. Oa = a 'O .  Hence also 0%' = aO' ,  0 '0~ = ~xO'O, 
O0'W = ~'00' .  
For a'O(Ao, a o , Ao') = c,'(Ao', ao', A1) =- (%', ch). To see that 
Oa(Ao, ao, Ao ' )= 0(%,  ao ' )= (%', al) we need only verify that 
~lbo = bl(FG'%' ). But 4.2, G'%' = alao '. Thus 
bl(FG'%' ) = b~(Fa~)(Fao' ) : ~aal(Fa0') = a~bo, 
since b o is the adjunct of ao'. 
Now the sequences 
A 0 - e~O _+ A 1 c~1 ~. • . .  
and 
A0, ~o >Az' • ..., 
being sequences of cofibrations, have eolimits -//o,, -400' and 
{a,~ : GA n ---,. G'An'} 
gives ~:  GA® ~ G'Ao~' since G and G' preserve sequential c-colimits. 
But both G.d~ and G'A~' are eolimits of 
GAo_ ~o ~ G,Ao, ~o" ~ • ~ GA 1 ~ G 'A  1' , . . . .  
so that a~o is an isomorphism, i.e., (Ao~, aoo, Aoo') c (G .~ G')I ,  and we 
have defined a functor (O'O)°°: (G ~ G')c ~ (G ~ G') I .  
LEMMA 5.6. (O'0) ~° is coadjoint o the inclusion I( G' ~ G)I C ( G' ~ G)o. 
This follows at once from 5.3. 
The next observation is our central technical device. We recall that 
the hypothesis, that (F, G) and (F', G') are regular, is still assumed to 
hold. 
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LEMMA 5.7. I f  G preserves the initial object of 6g then KI': (G ~ G')I --~ 
6g' has a coadjoint. 
In view of 5.6 it is sufficient o observe that K~': (G ~ G')~ --~ O' has 
a coadjoint, given by A' ~ (0, 0 ---* A', A'). 
We may apply this immediately to monads, getting the following 
result. 
THEOREM 5.8. ! f  c~ is an ~o-c-category, S and T are admissible monads 
in ~ and TO = 0 then S and T have a coproduct S .  T. In particular the 
bar construction ETS = ( S * T)O exists. I f  also SO ~ 0 then ( S , T)O -~ O. 
6. THE STRONGLY REGULAR CASE 
The results of Section 5 may be substantially sharpened by postulating 
strong regularity in place of regularity for the adjoint pairs. We begin 
with the following observations. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that, in the situation of (1.1), W, 0{, andS' are 
c-categories and that G and G' preserve cofibrations and c-pushouts. Let 
cof(G ~ G')e consist of those ( f , f ' ) :  (A, a,/t') --~ (B, b, B') such that f 
and f '  are cofibrations and 
Gf GA ~ GB 
G'A' ~ G'B' 
G'f" 
is a 2-cofibration. Then (G ~ G')~ is a c-category, (G ~ G')I is a c-sub- 
category, and Kc , K e' preserve cofibrations and c-pushouts. I f  further Cl, 
and ~' are oJ-c-categories and G, G' preserve sequential c-colimits then 
(G ~ G')c is an w-c-category, Kc, K e' preserve sequential c-colimits and 
( G ~ G')I is an eo-c-subcategory. 
There is really only one point that needs checking, namely condition 
(C2), i.e., the existence of c-pushouts in (G ~ G'),. This is guaranteed 
by Lemma 3.3. 
Observe that a morphism (fo ,fo') in (G ~ G')I is a cofibration when- 
ever fo and fo' are cofibrations. 
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LEMMA 6.2. I f  further c~, 6g and 0 '  are o~-c-categories and G, G' 
preserve sequential c-colimits then (G ~ G')c is an oJ-c-category, (G ~ G')I 
an oo-c-subcategory, and K c , K c' preserve sequential c-colimits. 
For the rest of Section 6 we suppose that G, G' have coadjoints F, 
F'  and that (F, G), (F', G') are strongly regular so that O, 0'  and (O'O) ~° 
all exist. 
LEMMa 6.3. I f  (fo ,fo'): (Ao , ao , Ao') --+ (Bo , bo , Bo') is a cofibration 
in (G ~ V')c then O(f o ,fo') = (fo',f~): (Ao', ao',-da) --+ (Bo , bo', B1) is a 
cofibration in (G' ~ G)~ and (fo £f~): % --> rio is a cofibration in c[2, 0]. 
We begin by observing that since GF preserves c-pushouts and ~?is 
a natural cofibration the cubical diagram 
GAo • G'Ao' ~ G'Bo'÷ GBo ( GAo 
111 1 i1 l 
GFGA o ~ GFG'A o' > GFG'B o' < GFGB o ~ GFGA o 
has 2-cofibrations for all its six faces and is easily seen to be a cofibration 
as a morphism of square I to square II. Thus by 3.6 it is a 3-cofibration 
and a cofibration as a morphism from the top to the bottom square. 
Now consider the diagram 
GA o - -  _~_ G 'A  o" 
GFGA o • * C ~ GFG,Ao , .  
GA o ,,- G,Ao" ~ GA 1 
GB o - -  
1 1 
GFGBo ~ D - -  
l 
GBo 
~. G'I? o' 
~" GFG'B 
G ' B o ' - -  * GB~ 
when the arrow in the middle stands for a morphism of two diagrams, 
each of which is an instance of 4.4. We have just seen that 
C --~ D ~ GFG'B o' +- GFG'A o' +-- C 
is a 2-cofibration. Since the starred squares are c-pushouts the first 
conclusion of the lemma follows from 3.2. 
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For the second, construct the cubical diagram 
FGAo Fao FG'f 1" Fb o Fro -~ FG'A o' > FG'B o' ~ FGB o ( FGA o 
'~ f l  [30 fo 
Ao ~o -~ A1 . > B1 ~ Bo ~ Ao 
The top square is a 2-cofibration and the starred squares are c-pushouts, 
so that 3.2 once more applies. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Under the hypothesis of 6.2, let ( O'O)°°( Ao, ao, Ao' ) = 
(A . ,  ao~, Aoo'), (O'O)°°(Bo, bo, Bo') = (Boo, boo, Boo'), (@'0)~(fo, fo' ) = 
( f .  , f , ' ) .  Then (f~o ,f J )  is a cofibration in (G' ~ G)x and 
Ao fo -+ Bo Ao, So" ,. > Bo t 
Am ' Boo Aoo' > Bo~' 
are both 2-cofibrations. 
Finally, if G preserves the initial object of 6g then the eoadjoint 
A' ~-> (0, 0 ~+ A', A') of K c' clearly preserves cofibrations. Thus we 
have the following sharp forms of 5.7 and 5.8. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If, in the Diagram 1.1, G and G' have coadjoints F
and F', and (F, G), (V', G') are strongly regular, and if further GO = O, 
then K1 t: (G  ~ Gt)I---+ ~?/t has a coadjoint J' and (J', g l '  ) is strongly 
regular. 
THEOREM 6.6. I f  C~ is an ~o-c-category, S and T are strongly admissible 
monads in c~ and TO = 0 then S and T have a coproduct S * T which is 
again strongly admissible. 
We may add to the above results an observation concerning reducibility. 
Suppose that ~ is an ~o-c-category and that L: cg __~ ~ preserves c- 
pushouts and sequential c-eolimits, and is provided with the structure 
of a oGF-algebra. If (Ao, a o , Ao' ) ~ (G ~ G')o then by applying 2 to the 
diagrams 4.1 used in defining the successive approximations we may 
make the following observation. 
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LEMMA 6.7. I f  A o is L-reducible then so also is A~.  
By 2.1, moreover, FC is L-reducible for any C E c#. We get accordingly, 
the following complement to 6.6. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. I f  L: ~ -~ ~ preserves c-pushouts an'd sequential 
c-colimits, and is provided with the structure of an oS-algebra, then for any 
C ~ ~,  (S  ~ T)C is L-reducible. In particular the bar construction ErS  -- 
( S ~ T)O is L-reducible. 
7. C-MULTIPLICATIONS 
We recall that a multiplication in a category c~ is a functor @: c~ X ~- -~ 
which is coherently associative and is provided with a coherent wo- 
sided unit. A multiplication is symmetric if it is coherently commutative, 
A multiplication @ in a c-category ~f is a c-multiplication if for any 
A c (g both ~/ @ -- and -- @ A preserve c-pushouts and if whenever 
A' --~ A and B ' -+ B are cofibrations then 
is a 2-cofibration. 
A'@B'  - -+A@B'  
A '@B > A@B 
If cg is an oJ-c-category and both A @ -- and -- @ A preserve 
sequential c-colimits then @ is an ~o-c-cofibration. 
We cite three examples of symmetric m-c-multiplications. 
(7.1) In the category DGK of chain complexes over the commutative 
ring K take cofibrations to be monomorphisms which split as homo- 
morphisms of graded K-modules. The tensor product @K over K is a 
symmetric ~o-c-multiplication with unit K, which is to be considered as 
a complex concentrated in degree 0. 
(7.2) In the category Top of compactly generated Haussdorff spaces, 
with cofibrations characterized by the homotopy extension property, the 
categorical product × is such a multiplication. 
(7.3) In the category of CW-complexes and cellular maps (which 
lacks products) a symmetric ~o-c-multiplication is defined by letting 
X @ Y have skeletons (X @ Y)q -~- ~i+j=q X i  X YL 
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If U is an object of the c-category ~ we may construct a pointed 
c-category 5" with U as zero-object as follows. The objects of 5" are 
diagrams U--~ A-+ Y such that the "basepoint" U ~ A is a co- 
fibration and its composition with the "augmentation" A ~ U is 1 'u. 
The morphisms are morphisms of ~f which preserve both basepoint and 
augmentation. Cofibrations in c~. are morphisms which are cofibrations 
in c~. If c~ is an oJ-c-category then so also is 5". 
We note that the coproduct in ~¢', which we denote by A v B, is given 
by the pushout of A +-- U --~ B in 5. 
If U is the unit of a c-multiplication @ in c~ then a c-multiplication i  
5", again denoted by @, is defined by 
(u  , A , U )®(U , B , U )=(U . ,ANB - ,U) .  
If @ is an co-c-multiplication i ~ then so also is the corresponding 
functor in c~.. 
In any case a natural transformation v --+ @ is defined by 
A®f3 e®B 
AvB ,A@B,  
which is always a cofibration. The smash product associated with @ is 
the cofibre of this natural transformation, i.e. the object defined by the 
c-pushout 
AvB ,A@B 
U ~AAB 
This smash product is clearly coherently associative. In order to supply 
it with a unit it is sufficient o suppose that @, in 5,  has the property 
A@O- -O@A =0 or equivalently that A@- -  and -- @A 
preserve finite coproducts, for all A e 5. We shall call such a @ additive. 
If @ is additive then 
U i° (1 1) ,UUU >U 
is a coherent unit for A, which thus becomes a second c-multiplication 
in (#'. If @ is an w-c-multiplication then so also is A. 
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8. MONADS AND MONOIDS 
If @ is a multiplication in cg with unit U then a @-monoid in <g 
consists of an object X together with a produCt tzx: X @ X -+ X and a 
unit ~x: U-+ X satisfying the usual conditions. These are the objects 
of the category Mon(Cg, @), whose morphisms are Cg-morphisms 
preserving product and unit. 
Thus, for example, a @-monoid in Top is just a topological monoid. 
Since the unit of @ (viz, a point) is terminal in Top, such a monoid 
is also a monoid in Top'. On the other hand a @x-monoid in DGK is a 
differential graded K-algebra, while a @~-monoid in (DGK)" is an 
augmented ifferential graded K-algebra. 
If cg is a c-category and @ is a c-multiplication a @-monoid X is a 
@-c-monoid if its unit ~x: U --+ X is a cofibration. These are the objects 
of the full subcategory Monc(W , @) of Mon(C~, @). 
If X is a @-monoid in ~ then X @ -- is in the obvious way a monad 
Tx in cg, its unit and product coming from those of X. The corre- 
sponding algebras are just X-objects with left X-action. 
LEMMA 8.1. I f  %o is an w-e-category, @ is an co-c-multiplication and X 
is a c-@-monoid then Tx is a strongly admissible monad in 5. 
I f  X is a @-monoid in cg then there is a canonical isomorphism 
Tx(n ® B) ~ (TxA) ® B. (8.2) 
In other words Tx associates with @. We may sum up the connection 
between monads and monoids in the following way. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. I f  @ is an co-c-multiplication in g" then those 
monads in cg which have naturally cofibred units and associate with @ form 
a category. Furthermore X --~ Tx gives an equivalence of Monc(~, @) with 
this category. In particular, any such monad is strongly admissible. 
For if T is such a monad then TA ~ T(U @ A) ~TU @ A. But the 
unit of T gives U--~ TU, and its multiplication gives a product 
T2U ~ TU @ TU-+ TU. These are easily seen to give to TU the 
structure of a c-monoid. 
From this we deduce an existence theorem for coproducts of monoids. 
THEOREM 8.4. I f  @ is an w-c-multiplication i ~ then Monc(C6 ', @) 
has finite coproducts. 
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If X and Y are monoids in Monc(C~, @) then, by 6.6, Tx * Tr exists 
and has a naturally cofibred unit. We assert hat this monad associates 
with @. To see this, observe that the functor -- @ B on c~ may be 
defined equally well on the categories of Tx-algebras, Tr-algebras and 
Tx ,  Ty-algebras and commutes with all the functors used in constructing 
Tx * T r .  Thus by 8.3, Tx * Tr = Tz where Z ~ Mon(C~, Q) must of 
course be the coproduct of X and Y. 
9. THE CLASSICAL EXAMPLES 
We can now proceed to exhibit the classical bar constructions as 
examples of the notion developed above. In each case we do this by 
listing the category and the two monads which, as in Section 1, determine 
the appropriate bar construction. When we observe that Theorem 5.8 
then guarantees its 'existence we should in principle be finished. The 
dramatic effect, however, is somewhat spoiled by the fact that the classical 
bar constructions are not known by their universal properties, which by 
and large go unmentioned in the literature. They are, rather, identified 
by ad hoe descriptions and valued for important properties , related to 
the notion of classifying-space, which are not universal and thus cannot 
characterize bar constructions. 
Thus, after identifying the two monads and saying a few words about 
the object to whose existence Theorem 5.8 testifies we shall leave it to 
the reader to identify that object as the classical bar construction in 
question. There is indeed a theorem here, but it is too embarrassing to
state formally: the classical bar constructions are bar constructions. 
In all these cases the reduction along 14, giving the reduced bar 
construction, presents no difficulties. We omit discussion. 
EXAMPLE 1 (The Eilenberg-MacLane bar construction [4]). Here 
~ DGK.  Cofibrations are monomorphisms which split as maps of 
graded K-modules. We take @ = @~c; its unit is K considered as a 
complex concentrated in degree 0. As we have observed above, a @- 
monoid in (g" is just a DGA-algebra over K. 
The A-monoid J, where A is the smash product associated to @K, 
has K-module generators e 0, e 1 in degree 0 and y in degree 1. It is com- 
mutative with unit el; its multiplication table is given by eo ~= e 0 , 
eo y = 0, y~ ---- 0. The derivation is defined by ~y ----- el -- e0 • The unit 
of A is the subalgebra Ke o q- Ke 1 of L 
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If A is a Q-monoid, S ---- A (~) -- and T --~ I ^ -- then the construc- 
tion of Section 5 gives as the elements of E-cS ---- (S * T)K those of A, 
I @ A, A (~) I (~) A,..., with the identifications 
e o @) a = (Ea)l, e I @ a ~ a, y @ 1 ~ 0, 1 @y = y 
where 1 is the unit and ¢ the augmentation of A. Thus any element has 
the reduced form 
a@y(~a l@y@'"@y@a,z  
with n ~ 0 and each a i in the augmentation ideal of A. This corresponds 
to the traditional notation 
a[al  ] "'" }an]. 
The formula for the derivation may be read off directly from the reduced 
form. The contracting homotopy is just x ~-~ y Q x. 
The remaining examples are variants of the Milgram-Steenrod bar 
construction [8, 10]. From our point of view it becomes apparent hat 
at least three cases, usually conflated, ought to be distinguished. 
EXAMPLE 2 (The absolute case (cf., MacLane [5])). Let <g = Top 
be the category of compactly generated Hausdorff spaces. Since this 
category is cocomplete we may take cof cC ----cg. For @ we take the 
product X in c~; its unit U is the 1-point space. The category c~. consists 
of all pointed spaces (not necessarily well-pointed!). The smash product 
is the usual topologists A ; its unit is the 0-sphere S °. 
Then X-monoids are just topological monoids. The unit interval I, 
with its usual multiplication, is a A-monoid. 
To conform with the notation of [10] we take 8 ~- -- x G, where G 
is a ×-monoid, and T = -- A L Then ETS -~ (S • T) U is the Milgram- 
Steenrod bar construction. Indeed the description given by Steenrod 
in [10] is the source of the proof of Theorem 5.8. 
EXAMPLE 3. In cg = Top let "cofibration" have its usual sense of 
subspace with the homot'opy extension property. Then <g" is the category 
of wellpointed spaces and monoids have cofibred units. This is the 
situation actually considered by Steenrod; MacLane is responsible for 
the observation that the same construction works without good base- 
points. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let W be the category of CW-complexes and cellular 
maps. For cofibrations and @ see Sections 3 and 7 above. A @-monoid 
must have a cellular multiplication. I, considered as a CW-complex in 
the usual way, is a A-monoid. The cellular structure of the bar construc- 
tion and of the reduced bar construction ow appears as a consequence 
of the general result, Proposition 6.8. 
10. SEGAL'S BAR CONSTRUCTION 
In [9], Segal points out that the geometric realization of the nerve of 
a topological category can be regarded as a classifying space for the 
category. It is indeed a reduced bar construction, in a sense which we 
shall now make explicit. For the sake of brevity we shall restrict ourselves 
to the absolute case; there are of course variants, just as for the Milgram- 
Steenrod construction, which appears as the special case in which the 
category has one object. We shall however omit the explicit demonstra- 
tion that our construction gives the same result as Segal's. This is tedious 
and in any case is sufficiently indicated by MacLane [5]. 
In the category Top of compactly generated Hausdorff spaces we 
choose a space D # 0, which we call the object-space. It will remain 
fixed throughout he discussion. The category (Top ~ D × D) is the 
category of topological graphs. If <dx dx*): X --~ D X D then X is the 
"arrow-space" of the graph and dx, dx* the "tail" and "head" 
functions. 
We introduce a multiplication @ in (Top ~ D × D) by letting 
X@Y ~X 
" l dr lax* 
Y .~- D 
be a pullback and setting dx®r = dx~, Dx*or = dr%l. This has as a unit 
<1 1> 
U = (D , D × D) 
The corresponding monoids are just the topological categories with 
object-space D. 
We also define a functor (Top ~ D x D) X Top(~ D) --~ (Top ~ D), 
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which we shall again denote by @, by letting, for X ~ (Top ~ D × D), 
(SA: A --+ D) E (Top ~ D), 
X@A ~ ~X 
A ~,D 
(10.1) 
be a pullback and setting ~x@a -~ dx~. 
The coherent associativity rule (X@ Y)@A ~X@(Y@A)  
clearly holds, as does the rule U @ A m A. Thus if X is a @-monoid in 
(Top ~ D x D) then X @ --: (Top $ D) --~ (Top ~ D) has the structure 
of a monad. 
The terminal object of (Top $ D) is V ----- (1 : D --+ D). It has the 
property that X ~-* X @ V is the functor (Top ~ D X D) --+ (Top ~ D) 
which forgets the "head" function. In particular, U @ V = V. 
Let us write ~ for the category (V ~ (Top ~D)); its objects are 
diagrams D -+ A --* D in Top with composition 1D • If X is a topological 
category, i.e., a @-monoid in (Top ~ D × D) then S = X @ -- : ~ -+ 
has the structure of a monad. We remark parenthetically that just as X 
is a topological category, i.e., a category in Top, so an S-algebra is a 
topological functor. 
Finally, we define a functor A: (U ~ (Top ~ D X D)) X ~ ~ W by 
the pushout 
X@Vv U@A , .X@A 
V ~-X^A 
where A v B denotes the coproduct in cg, which is given by the pushout 
A ~-- V -~ B in (Top ~ D). 
Once more, I denotes the unit interval; ID = (@rD prD) : D X I--~ D × D) 
is given the structure of a topological category by the multiplication of I. 
It is easy to see that ID ^ --: cg ,_~ cg has the structure of a monad which 
we denote by T. 
The functor T associates to A ~ W the space over D which has as 
fibres the reduced cones of the fibres of A. Thus TA --~ V is a fibre- 
homotopy equivalence. It is in this sense that T is a contracting monad 
in cg. 
Theorem 5.8 insures the existence of the bar construction ErS, which 
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we may think of as the aspherical Segal bar construction for the category 
X. If L: (Top ~ D) ~ Top is the forgetful functor then the map ~ of 
10.1 gives L the structure of a oS-algebra. Since Top has coequalizers 
the reduced bar construction BT:LS exists. 
11. THE ADAMS COBAR CONSTRUCTION 
Our final example is the Adams cobar construction [1]. We are in the 
situation dual to that of the Eilenberg-MacLane bar construction, but 
in the same, rather than the dual category. We shall see that the duality 
is not sufficiently far-reaching so that the dual of Theorem 5.8 applies. 
To introduce dual terminology, we shall say that cg is an f-category 
if it is provided with a subcategory fib ~ of morphisms called fibrations 
satisfying the duals of axioms C0-C2. If also the duals of Y21, 2 hold, so 
that in particular sequences of fibrations have limits (sequential f-limits) 
then W is an o~*-f-category. 
Now let us take ¢~ = DGK and define fibrations to be epimorphisms 
which are split as maps of graded K-modules. This makes W an co*-f- 
category. The multiplication (~)= (~)K is an f-multiplication, that 
notion being dual to c-multiplication, but not an co*-f-multiplication: 
the functors X (~) -- do not in general preserve sequential f-limits. 
The pointed category cg. has, again, objects K--+,x X---~'x K with 
composition 1K, the point now being that X --~ K is a fibration. In 5" 
in addition to the multiplication @ we have the cosmash product * A 
defined by the pullbacks 
x*r  ,XQY 
K ,X@Y 
Q-comonoids in ~" are coaugmented DG-coalgebras. We have also 
~-comonoids, and in particular 1", the dual of 1, with generators e0, 
e 1 in degree 0, y in degree --1 and comultiplication 3el = el Q el, 
xeo = el @ eo q- eo @ el -[- eo Q eo , 83: = e 1 Q y + y @ e I . 
1" gives rise to anf-comonad T = J* ~ - in cg.. If x is a Q-comonoid 
with fibred counit then S = X (~) -- is also an f-comonad. J* being 
finitely generated, T is even an w*-f-comonad. In general this will not be 
the case for S. Thus the dual of Theorem 5.8 cannot be used. We have 
however the following result. 
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THEOREM 11.1. I f  X is coaugmented DG-coalgebra such that Xq = O, 
q <0,  X o =K,  X I=O and S=X@-- ,  T= J ** -  then cgs. T 
has a terminal object. Thus the cobar construction ET* S exists. 
This is obtained by reflecting into (Vs" ~ cgr')l ~ ~s . r  the terminal 
object (X, Ex, K )  of (c~ s" ~ cgr')l ,  using the duals of the constructions of 
Section 5. The  point is that even if S is not an ~o*-f-monad it does 
preserve the one sequential f - l imit  necessary to construct his reflection, 
since in each degree the limit is attained in finitely many steps. 
Since X, and hence S, is coaugmented we have a eoreduced cobar 
construction B*;s, the co-orbit space of Er*S under its co-action by 5, 
i.e., the equalizer of 
0 
Er*S "~ X @ Er*S 
~Tx®l 
where 0 is the co-action. I t  is of course Br*S  which is described by 
Adams. 
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